
Abstract—Shape-invariant signals under the Discrete Fourier
Transform are investigated, leading to a class of eigenfunctions
for the unitary discrete Fourier operator. Such invariant
sequences (eigensequences) are suggested as user signatures over
the real adder channel (t-RAC) and a multiuser communication
system over the t-RAC is presented.

Index Terms— Eigensequences, multiuser communication,
discrete Fourier transform, t-real adder channel.

I. INTRODUCTION

ourier transforms may be looked upon as linear operators.
One interesting problem in this context is, in the language
of operators, to determine the so-called eigenfunctions

[1-2]. Let  be a vector space equipped with a linear
transformation F :   , v  F(v); eigenfunctions of F are
solutions of F(v)  v. In the case of the classical Fourier
transform, it implies that F{f(t)}=f(w), for some fL2(RR),  a
scalar. This means that the information time and frequency
representations share the same shape [3].

This paper investigates eigensequences of the Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) operator. A sequence whose shape
remains unchanged by the DFT operator is said to be a DFT
invariant sequence (DFTIS). Such sequences are attractive in
applications involving spectral analysis, since the
computational complexity of its DFT is linear.

In next section, the unitary DFT operator is presented and
new systematic procedures to generate a DFTIS are introduced.
It is shown that the set of all DFTISs of length N and associated
eigenvalue  is a vector subspace over the field of real numbers.
Section 3 proposes a new multiuser communication system
over the 2, 3, and 4-user real adder channel (/2/3/4/-RAC). The
conclusions are presented in section 4.

II. EIGENSEQUENCES OF THE DFT
In what follows, the unitary form of the DFT operator is

considered.
Definition 1. (Discrete Fourier Transform [4]) The DFT of x[n],

a length N sequence of real or complex components, is the
sequence ][kX of elements
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The DFT pair is denoted by ][][ kXnx  . Some useful
DFT properties are listed below:

P1. ].[][ kXWmnx mk

P2. ].[][ rkXnxW rn 

P3. ].[][ kxnX 
P4. ]}.[{]}[{ kXx  n
P5. ]},[{]}[{ kXx  n

where ]}[{ nx and ]}[{ nx denote, respectively, the even and
odd parts of ][nx . All the sequences considered in this paper
have length N, which means that the arithmetic in their indexes
is modulo N.

This paper investigates sequences ][nx whose DFT ][kX
has the form

].[][ kxkX  (3)

In operator form, D ][]}[{ nxnx  , where D denotes the unitary
DFT operator. Such sequences, therefore, are eigensequences
of the DFT, with associated eigenvalue  , and are denoted by
N -DFTIS. The values of  satisfying (3) are given by

proposition 1.

Proposition 1. The eigenvalues of the unitary DFT operator are
the roots of unity of order four (1,j).
Proof: Applying four times the DFT operator to x[n] and
considering property P3 (duality), leads to the following DFT
pairs:

],[][ kXnx 
],[][ kxnX 
],[][ kXnx 

],[][ kxnX 
which means that

D(4) ].[]}[{ kxnx 
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Since x[n] is a DFTIS, the above expression is equivalent to
][][4 kxkx  and the result follows.



Proposition 2 below sheds some light into the nature of a
N -DFTIS.

Proposition 2. If x[n] is a N -DFTIS, then x[n] is, respectively,
an even or odd sequence according to 1 or j .
Proof: If ][][ kXnx  then, considering that x[n] is a
N -DFTIS, the resulting pair from P3 is ].[][ kxnx 

Therefore ],[][2 kxkx  so that if 1 , ][][ nxnx  and, if
j , ][][ nxnx  . 

Odd and even sequences may be used to generate
N -DFTISs, according to propositions 3 and 4 below.

Proposition 3. If ][nx is a length N sequence, then the
sequence ]}[{]}[{][ nXnxny  is a N -DFTIS, with
associated eigenvalue 1 .
Proof: From properties P3 and P4, emerges the pair

]},[{]}[{]}[{]}[{ kxkXnXx  n
i.e.,

]}},[{]}[{{]}[{]}[{ kXkxnXx  n

and ][ny is a DFTIS with associated eigenvalue 1 .


Corollary: Every even sequence ][nx yields a DFTIS
.][][][ nXnxny  

Proposition 4. If ][nx is a length N sequence, then the sequence
]}[{]}[{][ nXjxny  n is a N -DFTIS, with associated

eigenvalue j .
Proof: From properties P3 and P5, emerges the pair

]}[{]}[{]}[{]}[{ kxjkXnXjx  n ,
i.e.,

]}}[{]}[{{]}[{]}[{ kXjkxjnXjx  n

and ][ny is a DFTIS with associated eigenvalue j .


Corollary: Every odd sequence ][nx yields a DFTIS
.][][][ njXnxny 



Propositions 3 and 4 indicate how a DFTIS may be
constructed from an even or odd sequence. From one such
sequence it is possible to construct families of N - DFTISs,
according to proposition 5.

Proposition 5. If ][nx is a N -DFTIS, then the sequence
][][]cos[2][],[ 2 mnxnxmnmnxmng N   is also a N -DFTIS,

for any integer m; ],[ mng is said to be a generating function
of N -DFTISs.
Proof: The DFT of ],[ mng is

].[][][][],[ kXWmkXmkXkXWmkG kmkm  

Considering that ][][ kxkX  , leads to

])[][]cos[2][(],[ 2 mkxkxmkmkxmkG N  

and ],[ mng is a N -DFTIS. 

Sets of DFTISs engender well-known algebraic structures
with respect to componentwise addition of sequences. The
properties of these structures play an important part in the
communication system described in section III. Let 

NI denote
the set of all N -DFTISs.

Proposition 6.
i) 

NI is a group with respect to componentwise real addition
(denoted  ) of sequences.
ii) 

NI is a vector space over the field of real numbers, with
respect to  , denoted by 

NV .
Proof: i) The algebraic structure < 

NI ,  > satisfies the four
axioms of a group definition.
ii) Since the DFT operator is linear, if ][1 nx and ][2 nx  

NV , then
the sequence ][1 nx  ][2 nx  

NV . Also, for any real number a,
the sequence a ][1 nx  

NV 

For each one of the eigenvalues jr  ,1 , proposition 6
defines a group of N -DFTISs, which are denoted by 

NG , 
NG ,

j
NG and j

NG , respectively and also a vector subspace, which are
denoted by 

NV , 
NV , j

NV and j
NV
 , respectively.

III. SEQUENCES FOR THE REAL ADDER CHANNEL

The generating function from proposition 5 (reproduced
here),

][][)cos(2][],[ 2 mnnxmnxmng N  xmn ,

is periodic, with period N, and satisfies ],[],[ mNngmng  .
Therefore, for a given sequence ][nx , ],[ mng generates  2/N
length N distinct invariant sequences, for  /2 ,.....,2 ,1 Nm  ( .
denotes the ceiling function). In general, the components of
such sequences will not always be integers. However, if N is a
perfect square, all integer sequences may be obtained from

],[ mng .

A. DFT Invariant Sequences



A list of some invariant sequences for several values of N ,
generated by ],[ mng ,, is given in tables I and II.

TABLE I.
DFT INVARIANT SEQUENCES (NON-INTEGER COMPONENTS)

N  Sequence
5 1 8.4721.. 4.8541.. 0.3820.. 0.3820.. 4.8541..
5 -1 0.4721.. -0.3820.. -0.3820.. -0.3820.. -0.3820..
8 1 9.6569.. 2 2.8284.. 2 4 2 2.8284.. 2
8 -1 1.6569.. -0.5858.. -2 -0.5858.. 0 -0.5858.. -2 -0.5858..
9 1 10 2.3473.. 3.1206.. 1 3.5321.. 3.5321.. 1 3.1206.. 2.3473
9 -1 2 -0.5321.. -2.3473.. -1 -0.1206.. -0.1206.. -1 -2.3473.. -0.5321..

16 1 12 3.4142.. 6 0.5858.. 0 0.5858.. 2 3.4142.. 4 3.4142.. 2
0.5858.. 0 0.5858.. 6 3.4142..

16 -1 4 -2.7654.. -0.5858.. 3.8478.. -2 -3.8478.. -3.4142.. -1.2346..
0 -1.2346.. -3.4142.. -3.8478.. -2 3.8478.. -0.5858.. -2.7654..

TABLE II.
DFT INVARIANT SEQUENCES (INTEGER COMPONENTS)

N  Sequence
4 1 4 1 2 1
4 -1 2 -2 -2 -2
9 1 10 1 1 7 1 1 7 1 1
9 -1 2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

16 1 12 2 0 2 8 2 0 2 4 2 0 2 8 2 0 2
16 -1 4 -2 0 -2 0 -2 0 -2 -4 -2 0 -2 0 -2 0 -2
25 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
25 -1 4-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1

B. The Real Adder Channel
A well-known communication channel model is the two-user

adder binary channel, or 2-BAC [5-6]. In this paper, the
/2/3/4/-RAC model is focused, where addition is over the real
numbers. DFTISs like those shown in tables I and II may be
used for information transmission of two to four users over the
RAC.

In what follows ][nxi denotes the sequence of user i. The
associated vector spaces are those defined in proposition 6. The
real addition of user sequences is denoted by ][ny .

B1. 2-RAC
Starting with the 2-RAC, let ][1 nx and ][2 nx be invariant

sequences in 
NV and 

NV , associated with users 1 and 2,
respectively. From the sequence obtained from the addition

][][ 21 nxnx  (from now on componentwise addition of
sequences is simply denoted by + instead of  ), it is possible to
recover (separate) the user sequences. From the DFT pairs,

][][ 11 kXnx  , ][][ 22 kXnx  and ][][ kYny  , we may
write

][][][ 21 nxnxny  , (4a)
][][][ 21 kXkXkY  . (4b)

Since ][1 nx and ][2 nx are in 
NV and 

NV , respectively, (4b) is
equivalent to

][][][ 21 kxkxkY  . (5)
From expressions (4a) and (5), the user sequences may be
recovered from

2
][][][1

nYnynx 
 , (6a)

2
][][][2

nYnynx 
 , (6b)

where FFT algorithms may be used to compute the ].[kY

B2 3-RAC
Now there are 43

4 C possibilities, which are denoted by
123, 124, 134 and 234, where  NV1 ,  NV2 , j

NV3 and j
NV
4 .

The case 123: Applying twice the DFT operator to ][ny , leads
to

][][][][ 321 nynxnxnx  ,
 ][][][ 321 kjxkxkx D ]),[( ny
 ][][][ 321 kxkxkx D2 ]).[( ny

The coefficient matrix is


















1   1    1
j    1-  1
1    1    1

123
3

-
M ; its determinant is 4123

3  .

The solution of the above system is:

]}[])[(])[({][ 2
1

1 nYnyjnynx  ,

]}[])[(])[({][ 2
1

2 nYnyjnynx  ,

])[( ][3 nynx  .

For the remaining cases, we list the system, the coefficient
matrix 3M and the respective solution.
The case 124:

][][][][ 321 nynxnxnx  ,
 ][][][ 321 kjxkxkx D ]),[( ny
 ][][][ 321 kxkxkx D2 ]).[( ny


















1      1     1
j-     1-   1
1       1     1

124
3

-
M , 4124

3  .

System solution:
]}[])[(])[({][ 2

1
1 nYnyjnynx  ,

]}[])[(])[({][ 2
1

2 nYnyjnynx  ,

])[( ][3 nynx  .
The case 134:

][][][][ 321 nynxnxnx  ,
 ][][][ 321 kjxkjxkx D ]),[( ny

 ][][][ 321 kxkxkx D2 ]).[( ny




















1     1-  1
j-    j    1
1      1    1

134
3

-
M ; j4134

3  .

System solution:
])[(][1 nynx  ,

]}[])[(][({][ 2
1

2 njYnyjnynx  ,

]}[(])[(][({][ 2
1

3 nyjnyjnynx  .

The case 234:
][][][][ 321 nynxnxnx  ,

 ][][][ 321 kjxkjxkx D ]),[( ny
 ][][][ 321 kxkxkx D2 ]).[( ny


















1     1-    1  
j-     j     1-
1       1     1  

234
3

-
M ; j4234

3  .

System solution:
])[(][1 nynx  ,

]}[])[(])[({][ 2
1

2 njYnyjnynx  ,

]}[])[(])[({][ 2
1

3 njYnyjnynx  .

B3. 4-RAC
Applying three times the DFT operator to ][ny , leads to the

following system:

][][][][][ 4321 nynxnxnxnx  ,
 ][][][][ 3321 kjxkjxkxkx D ]),[( ny
 ][][][][ 4321 kxkxkxkx D2 ]),[( ny
 ][][][][ 4321 kjxkjxkxkx D3 ]).[( ny

The coefficient matrix is





















j    j    1-   1
1   1   1     1
j   j    1-   1
 1     1    1    1

4

-
--
-

M ; j164  ,

and the system solution is:

])}[(])[({][ 2
1

1 nYnynx  ,

])}[(])[({][ 2
1

2 nYnynx  ,

])}[(])[({][ 2
1

3 nYnynx  j ,

])}[(])[({][ 2
1

4 nYnynx  j .

C. Design of a 2-user communication system
In what follows a 2-user information transmission system,

based on the vector spaces 
NV and 

NV , is proposed. User
sequences are weighted and combined in the 2-RAC, resulting
in

][][][ 2211 nxanxany  ,

where 21 ,aa are real numbers. The system is designed such

that  NVnx ][1 and  NVnx ][2 . In a practical scenario let us
suppose that the energy of the channel sequence is bounded by
a given value, say Emax. That implies the existence of limits in
the dynamic range of the user coefficients, i.e.

],[, 21 MMaa  , where M . A sufficient condition
for the choice of the peak value M is established in the
following proposition.
Proposition 7. Consider a 2-RAC, where the channel sequence
energy should not exceed a certain limit value Emax. If the user
sequences  NVnx ][1 and  NVnx ][2 , are weighted by scalars

21,aa with dynamic range
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channel sequence energy does not exceed Emax.
Proof: The energy of the channel sequence y[n] is upper
bounded by
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Since Mai || , one may write
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so that, if
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the result follows.


Any two N-DFTISs may be assigned to the users, as long as
 NVnx ][1 and  NVnx ][2 . For digital transmission of

information, the coefficients ],[, 21 MMaa  are quantized

into bQ 2 levels (b bits A/D converter). The binary
sequences of each user are divided into b bits words, at each
transmission interval T, corresponding to the transmission
interval of the sequence xi[n]. The user transmission rate is b
bits/ T. Observe that in a noiseless channel, b may assume an
arbitrarily large value, and the transmission rate is unbounded.
A block diagram of a transmission system over the 2-RAC is
shown in figure 1. The performance of such systems in noisy
conditions has not yet been analyzed. The proposed
transmission system can be seen as a generalization of a direct
sequence spread spectrum system (DS-CDMA) where, instead
of spreading one bit using a signature sequence, b bits are
spread over a length N sequence.

Example: To illustrate the ideas discussed above, let us
consider the use of N-DFTISs over a 2-RAC.



a) For N=4, with ][1 nx =[1 0 1 0] and ][2 nx =[1 -1 -1 -1], the

user coefficients are bounded by 10/|| maxEai  .
b) Suppose that the DFTISs given in (a) are to be used over a
2-RAC with Emax=10. From proposition 7, ]1,1[, 21 aa .
Considering an A/D converter with Q=4 uniform levels, the

user coefficients are quantized into






  1,

3
1,

3
1,1 ,

corresponding to the binary labels {01, 00, 10, 11}. If the
sequences to be transmitted by the two users are 0101... and
1110... (fig. 1), the channel sequence transmitted over the
2-RAC will be y[n] = [0,-1,-2,-1 | 2/3,-1/3,-4/3,-1/3 | ...].

D.A Multiuser Communication System
A multiuser system can easily be devised. In broad lines,

users are divided into 2/3/4 groups, each one assigned to the
vector subspaces 

NV , 
NV , j

NV and j
NV
 . Each user of a particular

group receives a distinct DFTIS, which belongs to the subspace
associated with this group, as its signature sequence. A random
choice, which may include some priority for users, is then
performed, selecting the t-users (t=2, 3, 4) per channel use, each
one belonging to a different group. The selected users get the
“token” to access the RAC: just t among them access the t-RAC
per channel intervention, despite the greater number of users in
the system. At the receiver, once the signature sequence of each
of the t users is recovered, the information about the transmitted
message and the user identification associated with it is
retrieved.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper investigates sequences that are invariant to the

unitary DFT operator. Such sequences, which were termed

DFTIS, are attractive from the point of view that the
computation of its DFT requires a linear computational
complexity. Systematic procedures for the generation of these
sequences were proposed. In particular, a generating function
for DFTISs of arbitrary length was introduced. The sets of
invariant sequences were characterized in terms of well known
algebraic structures.

A multiuser communication system for the Real Adder
Channel, for 2, 3 and 4 users was proposed (/2/3/4/-RAC). The
systems apply DFTISs as user signatures. In each case,
expressions for the recovery of the user information were given
(table III). The performance of such schemes is currently under
investigation.
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Fig. 1. Direct eigensequences transmission system for two users over the 2-RAC. User signature sequences are DFTISs of length N, belonging to the subspaces of
real eigenvalues 1 . The coefficient selection is made by a b bits D/A converter.
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TABLE III.
USER RECOVERY ON DFTIS BASED MULTIUSER COMMUNICATION SYSTEM (/2/3/4-RAC).

us/se user 1 user 2 user 3 user 4
2
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j
us=user; se=index of the vector space.
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